
Demystifying Google SERP Layout Changes 
BrightEdge Research Reveals Impact of Ad 4-Pack on Search Strategy and Results 

Recent changes to the Google desktop search engine results page (SERP) layout have left many 
digital marketers like you feeling unsettled. Many are wondering what the impact will be to organic 
and paid search programs and how best to navigate search marketing going forward. It’s like driving 
down a well-known road only to find that sign posts and exits have been changed.  Might make you 
wonder how you’ll reach your destination. 

Fortunately, new BrightEdge research uncovers what these changes mean—and how to modify your 
search strategy and tactics to drive online customer engagement that delivers results.  

Before we delve into the research, let’s first look at what the changes are. 

Google Aligns Its SERP Layout to I-Want-to-Buy Micro-Moments 

Google has been piloting changes to its search results page layout for quite some time.  But in 
February 2016, Google made the changes official: 

• Ads and content were removed from the right side of the page, with the exception of product 
listing ads (PLAs) and the Knowledge Panel for certain search results 

• Maximum number of text ads at the top of the page increased from three to four listings 
• Up to three text ads will be displayed at the bottom of the page 
• Maximum number of ads per page decreased from 11 to 7 

 The image below provides an example of the new search result layout with four ads at the top of the page. 



According to Google, the appearance of this 4-pack of ads at the top of the page corresponds to “highly 
commercial queries”. Examples of “commercial queries” include topics such as “hotels in New York City” 
and “car insurance”.  Other examples are “CRM software” and “energy management systems”.   

The goal here is to align an increased number of ads with consideration or purchase intent so that the 
search result experience is better for people searching and ad performance is better for advertisers.   

With this new layout, it appears that Google is aligning its content to the customer journey.  And in this 
scenario where the 4-pack of ads appears at the top of the page, the content is mapped to the “I-want-to-
buy micro-moment”. 

So, What Do These Layout Changes Mean for Marketers? 

To understand the impact of this new page layout on organic and paid search, BrightEdge analyzed over 
7,000 keywords covering the broad spectrum of the customer journey.  The findings below provide useful 
insight to guide our thinking in how we develop our organic, paid search and content strategies going 
forward: 

• 23% of all online search topics on the Google US search engine now feature the new search 
page layout with four ads at the top of the page 

• Searches indicating purchase intent are six times more likely than all other searches to display 
this four-pack of ads  

What this means is that although nearly 1 in 4 searches display the 4-pack of ads, organic listings for 
searches with discovery intent will typically appear higher on the page than those for searches with 
purchase intent. Or more simply stated, searches with discovery intent should be more favorable to organic 
listings than searches with purchase intent. 

To test this hypothesis, we also analyzed click-through-rates (CTRs) to see what the performance 
differences might be for early customer journey searches as compared to those later in the journey.  The 
findings held true: searches with discovery intent have a 69% higher click-through-rate for the top five 
organic listings, as compared to the top five organic listings for those searches with purchase-intent.
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In addition, when we look at CTRs by blended rank position (see illustration below), we find that the first 
position has the biggest performance difference, nearly 103% higher CTR for organic listings with discovery 
intent as compared to those with purchase intent. The differences are much less dramatic for positions two 
through five, but still significant. The illustration below highlights the key findings.  

What’s important to note here is that although ranking in the top positions drives more traffic for 
searches with discovery intent, searches with purchase intent still deliver meaningful CTRs for organic 
listings. For example, the first position CTR for purchase-intent searches is nearly 16%. 

Aligning Search and Content Strategy to Micro-Moments and Customer Intent 

These findings provide essential insights to help digital marketers align organic search efforts to 
customer intent, and indicate that organic search and paid search marketers should team up to target 
terms where searchers demonstrate commercial intent, or buying behavior.  

Research from Sirius Decisions indicates that at least 67 percent of the buyer’s journey is now done 
online. The key to search and digital marketing success lies in understanding the online customer 
journey and delivering trustworthy content relevant to what customers are looking for at each moment.  

Since searches with commercial intent on average display a higher number of ads at the top of the page 
than other searches, click-through-rates are lower for organic search results as compared to those with 
fewer top-of-the-page. Knowing which terms have organic search results above the fold is critical to 
prioritizing efforts. For these topics, organic and paid search teams should work together in targeting 
these terms to boost ROI for both paid and organic efforts.  It's also important for these teams to 
understand what content is currently ranking for these buying terms and to align their content strategy 
and planning to create web pages and assets that map to what searchers are looking for.  
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Conversely, for discovery topics where search results have fewer ads, organic search teams should 
take the lead in identifying content needs and developing high-performing online experiences that 
attract and convert more customers.  

The illustration below summarizes the five-step approach we recommend to capitalize on these SERP 
layout changes.  

Taking a leadership position in helping your marketing organization navigate these changes and develop 
a cohesive search marketing strategy will  set you up to deliver engaging customer experiences that 
deliver real business impact at every micro-moment. 

We Can Help You Get Started 

To learn more about this research, navigating these SERP layout changes or how BrightEdge can help 
you attract and convert more customers across every micro-moment, please contact us. 

We look forward to hearing from you! 

http://www.brightedge.com/contact-us?utm_medium=referred&utm_source=whitepaper&utm_term=google_serp_layout_changes_2016
http://www.brightedge.com/contact-us?utm_medium=referred&utm_source=whitepaper&utm_term=google_serp_layout_changes_2016

